


5. Invent Yourself: IYNT grades

An upwards of  four thousand grades that Jurors have given in 
Science Fights of previous four IYNTs can reveal properties and 
hidden regularities of the IYNT grading. Suggest an interesting 
hypothesis that concerns the IYNT grades and test it with real 
data from previous IYNTs.



Investigate if the grades from the previous IYNTs 

follow a Gaussian distribution or not. What 

conclusions could be made, based on this 

investigation?

IYNT grades



Normal (Gaussian) Distribution



Method used for the statistical analysis

- Amount of grades in a certain interval

Y-axis – Number of grades, normalized to 1

X-axis - Grades

- A bell curve plotted via the equation in the 
previous slide and made to fit the data from 
previous IYNTs the best



Results from the first IYNT

Reporters Opponents

Reviewers



Results from the third IYNT

Reporters Opponents

Reviewers



Results from the fourth IYNT

Reporters Opponents

Reviewers



Properties of best fitting Gaussians
Report Opponent Reviewer

I IYNT
peak 18,45 12,85 7,15
Standard

deviation 4,61 2 1,35

Average 18,11 12,44 6,73

III IYNT
peak 18,75 13,7 7,1
Standard

deviation 4,26 2 1,05

Average

IV IYNT
Peak 18,9 12,6 6,8
standard 

deviation 3,15 2,6 1,3

Average 18,42 11,81 6,57



Results from the second IYNT

Reporters Opponents

Reviewers
Very bad 
approximation!!!



Conclusions

1. The distribution of the average points for the reporter, opponent and reviewer could
be fitted by a Gaussian curves very precisely => the criteria of the jurors are  influenced by 
a lot of different factors including the “power” of the team, 

2. The points from the 2-nd IYNT (held in Bulgaria) are  exception from this rule, because
of the small number of participating teams

3. There is a higher chance for a team to obtain a really high grade (for example 28) than a 
really low one (for example 2)(Of course in the case of opponent  and reviewer we do not 
use for an example 28 and 2 but 17 and 3 or 9 and 1.



Thank you for the attention!!!


